mind, tended toward overflow. Here, the stress is, rather, on what disrupts the flow, on the silence against which the words have to define themselves. Both Anne-Marie Albiach and Claude Royet-Journoud give white space, silence, a constituting function. "For thought to become act," says Claude Royet-Journoud, "there must first be a pause."' However, in spite of this statement, the strong presence of white space does not reflect an initial inhibition in the writing process of these two poets. It does not indicate a kind of mental stammering, not a fight against an overwhelming silence from which you painfully wrest one word or phrase at a time, not a pausing before words come about. Rather, both poets begin by writing "massive prose," a "negative dungheap" ("fumier negatif," 0, p. 60; H) by filling pages and pages of notebooks completely, from top to bottom. If it is not exactly automatic writing, it is at least a copious flow of words which, as with the Surrealists, is an attempt to "put your head down on paper" (0, p. 61). Claude Royet-Journoud speaks of it as the condition for entering into the right mental space for writing, as a possibility of seeing. Then, there is the second stage: taking the axe to it, erasing, paring it down to the core which will become the poem. Thus we might say that the writing process of these two poets, beside producing a text, also enacts their attitude toward the Surrealists, that it becomes a theater where the historical reaction of one generation of poets to another is replayed. This may in part account for the violence with which Claude Royet-Journoud talks about the process as "butchering" (H), though the frequent image of slaughtering and slaughtered animals in the poems goes deeper and has to do with his uneasy sense of the body which is present only as an agent of language and writing (hand, wrist, thumb in the book) or as the object of cruelty and mutilation.'
The violence of the "cleaning" is consciously directed against all that is traditionally associated with "poetry," "literature," "beautiful language" ("that would be blue/ the literary color/ whereas we hold wake over a new form of obscurity," R, p. 67). Claude RoyetJournoud speaks of systematically cutting out metaphor, assonance, alliteration, "as much as possible" in order to get down to a flat, literal language (M), to "the mystery of literalness" (H). So it is doubly programmatic when he writes a text with the title "Le renversement des images." He celebrates both the overthrow of images and the literal optical fact of the reversed image on the retina.
What we get instead of the expected poetic devices is a very Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 13, Iss. 1 [1989] 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 13, Iss. 1 [1989] , Art. 9 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol13/iss1/9 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1227 everything, all of it, right now, here, as it happens, in the instant before it dies: "Prenez-le vivant" ("take him [it] alive") (R, p. 71).
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Should this not be possible when the tongue seems to reconcile the two worlds, belongs to the sign as well as to the body, is both inside and outside us, personal and organic, yet is also a system shared by the whole culture? The poem "Entrait" shows us the tongue as our "tie-beam," both concrete and abstract. It comes with the ground, a given of geography. It is a muscle and as such under the rule of sleep (N, p. 87), the opening onto where the task can perhaps be accomplished, the gap abolished, where language is perhaps immediate and of the body. "Il respire au dos du sens" (N, p. 87), an ambiguous phrase: he breathes on the back of sense, riding it as you would an animal? Or he breathes in back, behind the back, of sense, of interpretation, i.e. on the other side of the mirror? In either case: here he breathes. But the tongue becomes a wall in the mouth. The sign wins out over the body: "dead tongue / around the mouth" (N, p. 84). And the body is its own obstacle as is language. Claude Royet-Journoud pares away at it, makes it sparse and austere. Yet he knows the obstacle is all there is, just as we can approach the infinite only through fragments, through the objects that, as his most recent title holds along with Wittgenstein, "contain the infinite."
"Cold" is perhaps the most frequent word in these poems, used both literally and metaphorically: "the cold as story" (0, p. 45 This ties in curiously with Claude Royet-Journoud's preoccupation with the emptiness of the center: in the book, it is the gutter between the left and right page, which is of course blank. He connects this explicitly with the fact that the pronoun "I" does not occur at all in The Notion of Obstacle and very rarely in the other books. And it is in the center of his first book that he placed the sequence called "Middle (0, p. 78) might just possibly create (or regain) "a place that is neither inside nor outside," but made of passage, and which he calls "pre-birth" ("la pre-naissance," H). Hence also the will to incompletion that makes him end his last book with the line: "he sets about undoing the whole" (0, p. 93 Here, in the horizontal, "the mysteries might speak" (E, p. 32). But the calculating spirit can even harden the body by perverting its gestures through "knowledge of poses" (E, p. 29), which is the ultimate perversion. Mystery "has no place in this parallel," but will denounce it and the "military mode of its evolution" (E, p. 38).
But on the level of writing, the obstacle which dams up the energy 
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 13, Iss. 1 [1989] Also, the body falls not only onto the earth, but with the earth, and this trajectory is credited with the possibility of cutting through the subject-object division:
trajectoire de ('objet ou la trajectoire retrouverait le sujet trajectory of the object where the trajectory would rejoin the subject (E, p. 35) This trajectory is "matter of a different kind" (E, p. 36), because, I speculate, it is the motion of bodies in harmony, horizontal, thus avoiding the hierarchical split of subject and object. Later, the same elements appear in a variant configuration, "The inescapable / destruction / of metaphors" is set in relation first to the important arrival (since written in capital letters) of one of the mysterious "she's" ("DE SA VENUE")" and then to simplicity, "extension without relation / by comparisons / for which we have no criterion" (E, p. 57). Of course, we might argue that the relation by contiguity is no more "simple" than that by similarity, but in Anne-Marie Albiach's text the horizontal extension stays closer to matter, to the body, whereas metaphor has notoriously been our main tool for speculations about the metaphysical for which we have no criterion and which takes us out of our depth. (We should remember the "as above so below" argument, God writing the "Book of Nature," what Charles Olson called the upward "suck of symbol.") The true mysteries, for her as for Claude Royet-Journoud, are the mysteries of the literal: "anything evident is mystery for her (or for himj" ("toutes les evidences lui sont mystere," E, p. 14).
Metaphor is destroyed "for benefit of other / modes / graphisms" (E, pp. 57-8 ). An example of what these might be appears on page 53 where a "PORTRAIT" is announced and followed by "only an imprint remains." While we may be reminded of the imprint of the Buddha's foot, it is more important that, once the body has fallen out 12 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 13, Iss. 1 [1989] 
